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Alexian Brothers Hospital (ABH) is a private, Roman Catholic Hospital
located along the I-680 corridor of San Jose’s east side. It is owned
and operated by the Alexian Brothers Order of the Roman Catholic
Church, whose mission began during the 14th century in Europe to
care for victims of the Plague. In the United States they have three
hospitals, one each in Chicago, San Jose, and most notably St. Louis,
the setting for the 70’s film classic The Exorcist.
For years ABH contracted with the city of San Jose to be its urgent
care unit, and as such was featured in virtually all South Bay media
coverage of violent gang activity in San Jose’s east side. That fact,
along with its east side location and mission to underprivileged citizens
of Santa Clara County earned it the reputation and perception of being
a health care facility that provided inferior care.
Long after its city contract had expired negative perceptions of ABH's
care persisted, despite reform measures it had instituted to address
quality care concerns and prepare for emerging health care reform.
To better serve its surrounding community it required that all physicians
be Board Certified and bilingual in order to earn privileges. It built a
state-of-the-art out-patient surgery facility. It instituted strict patient
service standards. It achieved the county’s highest rating for C-section
births in its labor and delivery unit. And it administration mandated
fiscal solvency.

Prior to hiring Pacifico, ABH commissioned the Gallup Organization

Within six months of the campaign’s start, ABH successfully
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negotiated a contract with a new physicians group providing it a new

patients, physicians, and payers. That baseline audit revealed that the

influx of patients. Negotiations with two major payer groups began for

patient community was largely ignorant of its reform measures, that
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model of health care financial management. ABH administrators and
physicians testified before Presidential and Congressional committees

Pacifico learned in its research that the health care “consumer” is no

on health care reform. Representative Don Edwards proclaimed ABH

longer the patient, but the payer who must provide a balanced health

as the model for quality, cost-effective health care. Preliminary Gallup

care “portfolio” to its brokers and members, the physicians whose

results suggest gains in perceptions of quality in excess of 10

groups negotiate their privileges, and the media that shapes public

percentage points, that ABH has been displaced as the lowest

perception. In April ABH authorized an advertising and public relations

ranking hospital of preference in the South Bay, and that unaided

campaign that integrated television, radio, magazine, newspaper, and

consumer recall of its identity is 40% of that of the industry leader,

direct mail advertising with a focused media and public relations

Kaiser Permanente. All on a budget less than 15% of Kaiser’s

campaign aimed at those groups. The campaign chose to feature

Northern California region.

ABH’s ethnic diversity as a benefit in a community that celebrates
cultural plurality. Its television advertising showcased a “melting pot”
of physicians engaged in personal passions like fly-fishing, aviation,
and home renovation. Print supported the television. And radio
concentrated on unique services offered exclusively by ABH like an
acute care setting in which over 70 languages are spoken and where
a nurse’s call bell is guaranteed to be answered within 60 seconds.
Public relations activity presented a hospital service call “Project
Health Start” that provides free immunization and well-baby care to
underprivileged families in the Bay Area by way of a voucher system.
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